
Asian Dub Foundation, Tu Meri
Tu meri me tera
You are mine and I am yours

Standing together side by side
I'm not your shadow but I could be your guide
Stick with me in this time of insanity
Working together to survive this reality
Without you I don't think I could bear
Belief in myself man You take me there
You see me as I am And what I wanna be
The hopes for myself Yes you are the key
And when I'm on the mic
I don't have to chat shit
Guns or cars or the size of my prick

Your inspiration makes me rap wisely
Like Tunes for a cold ( ! )
You make me think clearly
Asian sisters shouldn't hear slackness
But conscious lyrics like Sounds of Blackness
Asian brothers come listen to me
Respect your sisters if you wanna be free

I will never forget the love you have given
Sacrificed for the life we are living
the greatest wealth that no-one can steal
No amount of wickedness woulda stand in your way
I will never forget
how you struggled to allow us to see a better day.

Standing together side by side
I'm not your shadow but I could be your guide
Stick with me in this time of insanity
Working together to survive this reality
Without you I don't think I could bear
Belief in myself man You take me there
You see me as I am And what I wanna be
The hopes for myself Yes you are the key
And when I'm on the mic
I don't have to chat shit
Guns or cars or the size of my prick

Your inspiration makes me rap wisely
Like Tunes for a cold ( ! )
You make me think clearly
Asian sisters shouldn't hear slackness
But conscious lyrics like Sounds of Blackness
Asian brothers come listen to me
Respect your sisters if you wanna be free
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